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NOTES

This score won’t make much sense on its own. You will need to download 
and start getting familiar with mNotation™ online random music notation 
generating software (http://webprototypes.wordpress.com). 

Each performer needs a laptop, netbook, or mobile device capable of read-
ing Adobe Flash. Currently, the software is not compatible with the iPhone 
or the iPad, although I intend to port it soon for the iOS platform.

Performers should be able to watch the mNotation™ application com-
fortably while they play their instruments. Conventional music stands may 
be used for lighter netbooks and mobile devices; small portable tables are 
recommended for laptops.

FURTHER ELECTRONICS

Additionally, you will need to download the digital audio track at the fol-
lowing link: http://fau4930.pbworks.com/f/meme_gig3_draft.mp4. Design 
your performance space so the track can be played while someone (a 
member of the quartet or an ad-hoc conductor) is able to watch the time 
display of the sound file and deliver cues accordingly. The sound file can 
be played on an additional laptop, mp3 player, or even burned to disc and 
played from a CD, if preferred. It’s not recommended you play the sound 
file from any of the devices also playing the performers’ parts, as that will 
make the metronome audible to the audience.

Amplification of the ensemble may be needed to balance well with the 
audio track.  A fifth performer may be used to monitor the mix, and/or add  
real-time digital signal processing to individual perfomers as desired.  The 
Korg KAOS pad is one controller ideally suited for this purpose.

MORE ON mNOTATION™

The first cue of the work uses the “Duplets/Triplets Plus” vocabulary. This is 
a new mNotation™ feature accessed by clicking on the red ‘+’ button on 
the vocabulary page:

The result is similar to the “Duplets/Triplets” vocabulary, except that the 
two- or three-note pattern is repeated up to four times.

The  ensemble continues to adjust their performance parameters (event 
density,  vocabulary, and dynamic range) throughout the score, as per the 
cues, which are shorthand for each of the performance parameter.s When 
a number is the first parameter, the performer enters that number in the 
‘OR ENTER your value’ text input block:

FINAL THOUGHTS

An essay on how part of this soundtrack was created (ii. Ghosts of Dolls) 
can be found at http://fau4943.pbworks.com/case_study_dual_site.

These are all, of course, merely performance suggestions. Good luck, and 
may fortune shine on . . . most of you!

—J.Bargsten (3.vii.10)
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